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EDITORIAL
As we enter the renewal of Spring 2010, the first scent of cut grass and the first glimpse of vibrant
colour peek through our ground with crocuses and an expectation of yellow daffodils; we hope
this edition of e-motion finds our readers well and “thawing” from the long Winter.
Activity is buzzing in these pages, and you can feel the renewal of Spring in the Workshops
and Conferences Section with a burst of workshops and opportunities for group supervision
and the chance to come together as a community throughout the coming months.
ADMP UK News receives information from Susan Scarth on EADMT, filling us in on the work that
both Penny Best and Susan still continue to do for us in relation to the European Association.
Also in this section, members have an opportunity to meet the council and have their say
at the next AGM and Conference “The Body in the Room” – this day is designed for you to
participate, get involved and enjoy workshops, hot drinks and conversation, so make it a date:
11th September 2010 – at Dance Voice, Bristol.
Rosalind Howard writes for e-motion giving us an insightful book review on the publication
“Meditation and Movement: Structured Therapeutic Activity Sessions”. If anyone wishes to
write reviews for e-motion just send us an e-mail writing your interest and which publication
to: tracey.french_emotion@yahoo.co.uk we would gratefully receive short book reviews to
share with our community.
In the Brief News from the Field section, we hear from Helen Payne of her report on a pilot
study carried out titled “Psychosomatic Conditions in Primary Care: Change within the Moving
Bodymind”. This gives us insight into Helen’s study and her approach to the concept of
Psychosomatic conditions within a bodymind arena. Helen also shares some information with
us in the Research Listings section.
In our newest section DMP Trainee Perspectives we hear from Kate Snowden, a first year
Goldsmiths Trainee, writing for e-motion for the first time. Kate writes eloquently on her
experience of the seminar given by David Harris on his work in Sierra Leone as a DMP. She
appropriately titles it “Healing Hands”. Thank you Kate for taking time to share your experience,
we hope this will trigger other DMP Trainees to share their own voices with us more regularly
(in between placements, assessments, personal therapy and life!).
And Finally, in our regular Interview with a DMP section, we have a story to follow with Sue
Curtis, SrDMP and Course Convenor for Goldsmiths DMP training. Sue shares with us some
of her own experiences, weaving in life and personal stories that help us to think about the
fulfilling role we can play in people’s lives as DMP’s. Thank you for sharing your time and passion
with us in this edition!
Rosalind Howard asks us to consider sending in brief descriptions of books that have aided or
interested you, that perhaps you just haven’t been able to put down, or return to time and
time again, she asks that you begin to share these with us in the future editions, so that we
may have a regular section called ‘Old Friends’ – Books to Share.
We wish you much blossoming and joy for Spring, and hope you enjoy another packed and
informative edition of e-motion,
Brought to you by Tracey French and Caroline Frizell and the e-motion Editorial Team
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News from ADMP UK Council
ADMP UK is pleased to announce the upcoming

ADMP UK Conference & A.G.M. 2010

‘the Body in the room’

When: 11th September 2010
Where: Dance Voice, Bristol
Time: 9.30am – 6.00pm
Cost, Guest speakers and Workshops will be confirmed shortly with
booking information.
Please diarise this event
ADMP UK Council looks forward to seeing you there.
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News from ADMP UK Council

EADMT – European Association for Dance Movement Therapy
Roles attached to ADMP UK Council:
Susan Scarth SrDMP

As a co-opted member of Council I currently represent ADMP UK on the European Association Dance Movement

Therapy (EADMT) Steering Group. This group is made up of the following representatives: Vincenzo Puxeddu
(President of Italian Dance Therapy Association), Suzanne Bender (Council member on German DMT Assoc.
BTD) and Tone Seailles (representing the French Assoc. and smaller developing assocs/Scandinavian DMT’s).

Penny Best is the deputy UK representative for the occasion that I am unable to attend meetings and Penny

has been acting as the President of the Network for European Dance Therapy and working closely with the
Steering Group.

The majority of the work of the Steering Group has been completed and applications for membership have
been sent out to all interested national associations. There have been 14 applications, many of whom have met

the criteria for Professional Full Membership. The Inaugural Meeting is set for April 19th and 20th in Munich,
Germany when the Mission Statement, Statutes, Code of Ethics and Rules of Procedure will be ratified and the
legal procedures completed. This will be followed by the first General Assembly of EADMT.

This development role has been enormously engaging and has offered a small window of insight into

the intricacies of European politics. Acknowledging essential cultural differences held within language,
administrative structures, therapy, education etc. has been levelling and illuminating. The EADMT Steering
Group has been one of the most intensive and positive experiences I have had the pleasure to be engaged in all
the years of my activity on ADMT Council and in other voluntary organisations. I uphold the remit to develop

the DMT profession in Europe with a keen sense of responsibility and I am very aware of the necessity to
keep communication channels between national associations and the nascent European Association open
and transparent. I sincerely believe that the European Association has the potential to bring gravitas to our

profession, putting DMT on the international stage with increased opportunities to tap EU funding streams,

develop collaborative research initiatives, provide forums for knowledge and skills exchange beyond the
Higher Education sector, explore international project development in social and health sectors while also
sharing governance models and Evidence-Based Practice initiatives that facilitate inclusion in statutory health,

education and social care guidelines (e.g. NICE, SCORE and others). As we draw closer to the Inauguration I
hope to bring a clearer sense of the significance of this development to all ADMP members.
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Research Listings
‘It might interest readers to hear that there are now further international developments in research
in the arts therapies, building upon the well-known ‘think tank’ of ‘The Arts, Psychotherapy and
Counselling Research Group’ based at the University of Hertfordshire. This was established five years
ago by Professor Helen Payne to provide a framework for the need to increase our focus on research at
national and international levels. This Research Group is virtual and offers support for international,
and national, researchers to share ideas and to sustain one another in designing studies, applying
for funding and undertaking doctoral and post doctoral research in the arts therapies or counselling/
psychotherapy.
The following news on two more research-based initiatives, one in the UK, the other in the Netherlands,
is therefore very welcome. Professor Helen Payne (together with Dr Vicky Karkou) has been honoured
to receive invitations to serve as an Advisory Member of the Board for both these Centres in order to
further the professional development of DMP.
In the UK, The International Research Centre in the Arts Therapies (ICRA)- another virtual centre was
launched on 21 September 2009.
Helen was invited to the launch to represent DMT in a keynote presentation - an insight into her research
on DMT and patients with medically unexplained symptoms.
ICRA is based at Imperial College, Department of Psychological Medicine, Division of Neuroscience
and Mental Health, particularly valuable to new proposed research that will examine the effects of arts
therapies for people with Alzheimer’s Disease, Parkinson’s Disease and other neurological disorders
as well as for conditions that impact on mental health and well-being.
The aim of this Centre is to attract research funding so that it will be totally self-financing. There is a
part time administrator and two Centre core staff, Professor Diane Waller, OBE and Dr Mike Crawford.
It will offer a consultancy service at a modest fee for individuals or groups wishing to design research
projects or have some input from Centre staff and partners.
Future plans may involve developing technology to utilise distance learning as is current practice with
the Open University. As the Centre is proposed as a facilitating ‘network’ of interested groups and
individuals, we hope that the arts therapies professional bodies will become partners from the outset.
We see the Centre as a developing process and greatly welcome advice and feedback from anyone
who is interested in its aims.
It may develop systematic evaluations into the use of the arts therapies with broader non-clinical
populations or the use of the arts in communities and their role in social cohesion. It is intended as a
support for seeking external funding for projects – something that has been hard to achieve in the arts
therapies – particularly from the NIHR and Research Councils - because of difficulties in locating the
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discipline in the existing frameworks. Currently, in the arts therapies, and in DMP in particular, there
is virtually no co-ordination or high level lead to ensure that sound projects are well designed and
carried out with adequate funding. Projects do not have to be random control studies, use mixed or
quantitative methodology, but they need to be very rigorous.
If anyone has an idea they would like to discuss with a view to research, please do not hesitate to get in
touch. It does not have to be for an MPhil or PhD, it could be the development of an MA dissertation or
a question emerging from your practice. contact: H.L.Payne@herts.ac.uk and VKarkou@qmc.ac.uk
The Dutch KenVac centre for research, based at Zuyd University, Heerlen, The Netherlands (www.
kenvak.hszuyd.nl) is directed by Associate Professor Dr Henk Smeijsters. KenVaK is a joint venture
of Zuyd University of applied sciences, Utrecht University of applied sciences and ArtEZ University
of applied sciences Enschede.
In the Netherlands the government and clinical institutions have instructed all therapies to develop
best practices and make their methods consensus and evidence based. KenVaK has been set up to
increase the body of knowledge for the arts therapies (which in The Netherlands are part of the socalled Vaktherapieën).
As is the case with ‘best practice’ KenVaK also ensures that the increase of the body of knowledge
is transferred directly to the bachelor and master training programs in the arts therapies. Students are
also invited to take part in the development of the body of knowledge through PhD programmes of
study.
There will be a five day fully funded professional meeting/conference at KenVac for invited members
during March 2010. Both Vicky and Helen are hoping to attend and can give feedback to those who
are interested.

Other research matters:
Professor Christian Keysers, the neuroscientist from the Netherlands and Professor Helen Payne
will both be presenting their research on Kinaesthetic Empathy at a conference at the University of
Manchester 22-23 April 2010. http://www.watchingdance.org
And for those who are interested in Helen’s research and practice and would enjoy a visit to wonderful
Turkey will be delighted to hear Helen will offer some of her findings at the World Congress of Dance,
as well as a weekend workshop, in Istanbul 5-9 April 2010. Finally she will also give a Keynote on
her research at the European Congress for Body Psychotherapy, Vienna, 29 October 29 -1 November
2010’.
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Book Review
Meditation and Movement – Structured Therapeutic Activity Sessions.
G Rosser. Jessica Kingsley Publishers
Review by Rosalind Howell

I co-facilitate, with a Speech and Language Therapist (SLT) small therapeutic groups at a residential school
for children who have social, emotional, behavioural and communication difficulties. The young people often
experience strong and unmanageable feelings in relationship to peers, adults and learning. In addition, language
delay and difficulties in communicating their thoughts and feelings often result in them expressing difficult feelings
physically in an uncontrolled, unsafe way around the school. The SLT and I try to combine child-led creative
movement games and an emphasis on the group process with more structured activities that involve developing
skills in speaking and listening.
When I came across a book of structured therapeutic sessions particularly beneficial for this population I
secretly hoped I might have found myself a manual to guide my colleague and I through the entire process. As
our groups’ fall somewhere between therapy and speech and language groups and as such are still developing
a valid identity of their own I was encouraged to find a resource that attempts to tackle this difficult in-between
area of work with young people.
Movement and Meditation comprises of fourteen structured sessions of approximately one hour each. It offers
introductions to meditation and martial arts practice as well as psychodrama, movement and writing activities.
The author is an Australian school counsellor and the book seems to bring together his personal interests and
adapt them to his work with young people. The aim, he says, is to raise young people’s self awareness, strengthen
their self control, resilience and increase their respect for each other.
Rosser advocates developing in young people a regular mindfulness breath practice and builds this up over the
length of the course. He begins each session with the group bringing attention to their breath and the sensations
that accompany this. Over the weeks he develops this into exercises that use breath and posture as a way of
creating feelings of confidence and relaxation in the body.
Another activity that the author suggests repeating regularly throughout the course is the’ stopwatch’ game
where the group sits quietly and tries to estimate when a minute, or half a minute has passed. This, incidentally,
appealed to my group but they found tolerating and estimating how ten seconds feels to ‘sit with’ extremely
challenging.
In the book these quiet, contemplative activities frame each session at the beginnings and ends whilst in between
are creative movement games such as variations on stop/go activities and imitating and identifying with different
animals. There are drama games aimed at building relationships between individuals and trust within the group
as a whole as well as speaking and writing activities to explore and identify different feelings. Some of the more
sophisticated activities look at individual strengths and weaknesses and how group members may draw on this
pool of qualities in the group by trading different traits. These seem to require quite a high level of language and
communication in the group. They also seemed geared towards older children.
The book is laid out as a complete course, and each session builds on the one previously. As the author also
recommends groups of 15-25 and no less than seven or eight, it would seem likely that most people wanting to
use this book would have to adapt the material to the specifics of their own environment and circumstances.
Alternatively, I was struck by how some of these seem to have the potential to be ‘whole school’ activities, for
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example in assemblies. Perhaps some could be used to help with the routine endings and transitions that occur
within the life of a school, or to manage anxiety levels. Staff and pupils all focussing on breath and posture at
the same time could positively effect anxiety levels that are contagious in school communities and often result
in ‘acting out’ by a few children who then get referred to specialist groups such as mine.
Whilst thinking about this book I found that my attention was often drawn to observing breath and breathing as
I moved around the school. I found it helpful to consider the young people’s breathing patterns as they interacted
with each other and met different challenges during the school day. I noticed my own breathing, that of other
adults and was even inspired to consider what the breathing pattern of the organisation be at this point in time.
Rosser also includes some activities adapted from, as he terms it, the ‘soft’ martial arts forms of aikido and
tai chi as ways to channel feelings and develop impulse control and discipline. This reminded me how many of
the young people I work with are drawn to the various cadet units of the armed forces. They seem to find the
physical disciplines of the routines and rituals very comforting. Again, I had the sense that bringing specially
adapted activities that encourage the internalising of impulse control would be beneficial to the wider school
community.
What I missed in reading and using this book was discussion or thinking around how activities were set up,
approached by the young people and the challenges of communicating instructions and suggestions to young
people whose behaviour problems are often intertwined with difficulties in communication. The activities in
the book often began ‘Young people are..’ and then a description of them already engaged in an activity which
began some point earlier. I would have liked more of the lengthy (often tortuous for me) period of time before
when the young people approach, resist, test out, avoid, challenge, approach again the activity and the group
itself. My experience is that sessions are mainly made up of this process. Each session begins with a meditation
practice before any movement or other activities are introduced, much like a DMP ‘warm up’ the aim seemed
to be to prepare the group for the main body of the session. My experience was that asking young people who
found impulse control very difficult to immediately find a still, meditative state of body and mind was asking
too much. They seemed to need movement activities beforehand that allowed them to de-escalate and release
energy in a contained way.
There is a brief mention from the author on the subject of creating safe and appropriate boundaries within the
group and the acknowledgement that some activities need sensitive handling in order not to be too emotionally
provocative. Again though, this work seems to have been done at some point in the past, with individuals spoken
to about boundaries before the group actually begins. There is no discussion on the challenges of maintaining
boundaries with young people with emotional and behavioural activities or on the elusive ways this could be
negotiated on a week by week basis as part of the sessions.
I realised what attracted me to this book initially was the lack of any sense of the overwhelming feelings
experienced by the young people that this book is aimed at, or the challenges faced by the facilitators. The
feelings of chaos, lack of control and anxiety that often overwhelm me and my colleague when trying to think
about, organise or facilitate our group seemed replaced by a sense of calm detachment, more associated with the
practice of meditation and martial arts than my experience of working with this population.
I had initially felt soothed by the seeming promise of a clear, well lit, path through a group process when the
reality is often a lot messier. At times, although I feel very attracted by the idea of picking up a map and placing
it on top of a group process to determine the whole journey I’m aware it can never do more than offer a possible
direction to go in. Picking and choosing specific exercises or simply being inspired by the themes of Movement
and Meditation, however, could make this book another useful tool for a DMP or therapeutic group leader and
maybe even enrich the group journey.
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Interview with a Dance Movement
Psychotherapist

‘Jewels in the Cave’:
This interview is the result of a face to face conversation between Tracey French (interviewer) and Sue Curtis

(interviewee), and reflects the creative capacity of Sue’s approach to work, teaching and life. Sue is clearly
passionate about her work, both clinically with children, and in her role with students on the Goldsmith’s

Training programme where she is Course Convener. Sue has been working in the field of dance movement
psychotherapy for 17 years and has contributed to the ADMP council, as well as training other DMP’s over

a long period of time. Here she shares some of her work, insights and ‘jewels’ with us. I want to thank Sue
for sharing her home and a cup of tea whilst doing this interview, and generously offering her valuable time
to speak with me for this article.

T – So my first question to you Sue, is how many years have you been working as a dance movement
therapist?

S.C. – seventeen years, since graduating.
T – How did you find the work, or did it find you?
S.C. – I have to say generally, the work has always found me. Apart from one school that I worked at
for 14 years, that was actually an advertised post; the rest of the work has found me.

T – So were you doing something related before your training as a dance movement therapist that drew you
to doing that training?

S.C. – well I danced and I trained as a teacher but never wanted to use it; I went into dance, performing,
choreographing, and then there was a brief time I suppose after about ten years during the very first lot
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of teachers strikes, during the 80’s, that I had very little work, and was sick of having no money and a
friend of mine who taught religion in a school got me to come and do some teaching. They just couldn’t
get teachers; so I did, and then in fact ended up doing my probationary year that way. But that was all

really part of the journey for me, because I was already at a point where I was fed up with just straight

dance, I was fed up with teaching dance, in the sense of people coming to classes wanting to lose weight. I

had started my own analysis, so I was very interested in, I guess, what went on inside of people. And then
I worked in this boys school, that was quite a trial [laughs], and there I became much more interested
in the children that struggled, because they didn’t meet academic standards, had terrible backgrounds,
struggled with, you know, parents splitting up and, just awful, very difficult life stories really. The kids

that were out on the street, they really were the kids that interested me and the ones supposedly with

special needs. So although I was a form teacher I was much more interested in the kids that were being
failed by the system. Since I wasn’t originally qualified to teach religion, I was given what was called the

‘Sink’ groups (the disinterested kids who weren’t going to take exams), so through using drama, movement
and creative methods, I think I just won them over in some way, so they got really interested and I got

really interested in them. So it gave me the money at the time to fund my analysis. I was disillusioned
with dance, but I knew it was my medium, and was looking for a way to somehow have a change, and

then I had a big motorbike accident that put me off work for two years and during that time, somebody
I had originally danced with had started dance therapy training at Laban. She came to visit me and was

telling me about it and I just knew that was that was the key that would link together, well three things
for me - it linked the dance, working with kids specifically, because that was always my passion, and
therapy, and then I suppose, without sounding a bit corny, spirituality, that’s always been an underlying

element, kind of what my humanity and belief system is. So the compensation I got from my accident

actually funded me to re-train. A very weird silver lining!! So I applied for and got accepted for the MA
training but I did the summer school beforehand as I had a bit of a wobble, because back then there were

no grants or anything so I was paying more than our students pay now, 19 years ago. So I did the summer
school for a few weeks and just knew instantly that this is it, this is where I want to be, this brings it all
together – I knew I had come home.

T – This also answers something of the journey and history for you and certainly speaks of the journey on the
run up to things and it sounds serendipitous to me, all of the parts coming together…

S.C. – I knew I didn’t want to teach dance anymore. I’d done a lot of teaching, and just being creative
was not enough for me; it was about people’s stories, children’s stories specifically, and difficulties, and
pain and joy’s, it was always that, that dance movement had to serve.

T – So when you finished your training did you take that straight into working with children, or were you doing
that alongside?

S.C. – When I very, very first started, on the course at that time you did two years training and then a

dissertation term, and a child that I had been working with on placement that I wrote my dissertation on
actually, was in the process of being adopted, and the adoptive parents wanted the work to continue. So

I was working with him and the mother was going to a support group for adoptive parents with a private
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adoption agency, and told the social worker there and other parents about my work and what a difference

it had made to him in basically being able to maintain the placement. This was a very badly abused child,
and a child that had suffered terribly. He had been taken into care and then been abused again, so he
didn’t trust anyone at all, and so it was a difficult situation and the adoption needed a lot of support. So
she was telling this social worker about DMP and the social worker was said I’ve got a child on my books,

it sounds like it would be ideal for him. So she got in contact with me and I said I would work with him.
However I said I needed to work in a team so I needed to be placed in the child’s school.

So I was just seeing these 2 children in the first 6 months and trying to balance this financially, so I was
also doing a bit of supply teaching, and getting offered work to do creative sessions, that I turned down
because I thought if I take it then I’m not going to have space to take on other DMP work. At the end of
about 6 months there was a job advert for a job in a residential special school that I applied for and got,

and that’s one of only 2 jobs I’ve ever interviewed for in my life, that and course leader at Goldsmiths.
So I was effectively doing three days, plus I was lecturing.

Then after about 6 to 9 months of working with child with the private adoption agency, everybody at

the school were saying how much he had changed. This was a kid that was in major trouble, to the point
of being excluded/expelled and the fostering/adoption break down, so the head was commenting on the
work saying “I was thinking of getting in some counselors, do you know any?”

“The trouble is” he

continues “kids of course can’t always talk about their problems can they?” So I’m there saying “no

actually, that’s why sometimes things like movement and play are a good way to go”, and he says “would
you know anyone?” and I’m literally sitting in front of him waving my arm and saying “Hello!!”, when
the penny suddenly dropped and he said “put in a proposal for work as a DMP”. So I ended up working

there two and a half days a week. So I effectively then was working four and a half days clinically and
lecturing half a day at Laban. So my whole week was dance therapy within about 8 months of finishing
my dissertation…

T – That’s a success story…
S.C. – Yes, I suppose. I worked eight years in that school and when the head left and they got a new head,
she said therapy, no thanks. Right at that point in time another member of staff who had left and went

on to become a head, rung me saying “right well I’ve been a head a year in this school now and I want

some therapy, have you got anyone you can recommend?” and I said “well actually I’m gonna be out of
work in a few months”, and so went on to work there for about eight years as well.

So the work has always sort of found me, just like the people coming for supervision, I’ve never really had

to face the awfulness of sending out CV’s. What has helped me in working in schools is the fact that staff
know I understood the role of a teacher and its pressures. It has been really helpful too in supporting my
lecturing as well, helping students to have some empathy and compassion for the teachers.
T – What do you find most challenging in your work as a DMP?
S.C. –My work has always been with children and young people and has straddled mainstream, my real
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passion being with children in care, and the kids who really ‘act out’ and then special schools and the
more extreme end of children with profound and complex needs. So for me there are 2 sentences/phrases
that encapsulate an answer to that.

In mainstream its “they’re just attention seeking”, that drives me insane, and it’s a challenge and I’ve
reached a point now where I can ask staff what do they mean about that, since we all need attention don’t

we, we all need relationship? And in special school it’s “well they won’t understand or notice.” What is

understanding if you’re connecting that only to cognitive ability? so I suppose the real challenge has been

something about attitude that I’ve had to challenge myself and that I think that a vast, vast part of DMP
work is about being in a team and educating people, there’s absolutely no point in going in behind closed

doors for a therapy session and coming out and not connecting with the team. I don’t believe you keep
work that way, or that you do the field any good. It has to be hand in hand with how you allow people to
understand what the work is about. So those attitudes of not knowing are the most challenging.
T – Sounds like you’re already getting on to the ‘pearl of wisdom’ there.
S.C. – Just recently I’ve been in a new school since September and that’s a special school for children
with severe learning difficulties and complex needs and very unusually for that school, they’ve had two

bereavements, two children died within six weeks of each other, one on Christmas day, and one about a
month before, and the amount of staff that didn’t even bother telling the children because they thought
they wouldn’t notice!! That is just excruciatingly painful for me - to deny on any level that a child’s life
could go unnoticed. But tackling that when it’s a new school and I’m still forming relationships is a little
bit delicate to say the least.

T – What has been most enjoyable in your work as a DMP?
S.C. – The weekly moments of real break-through in relationship. I can honestly say there’s usually

something every week, usually with a client, sometimes with a staff member, if it’s a place where I need

staff working alongside me. The things children have said themselves about how they have changed. I
think what I was saying earlier about bringing those three areas together, and why I know I could only
do this work, is that for me, in my life, if someone said, ‘what’s the point of your work?’, it’s not about

money, but knowing I had made a difference to somebody’s life. If I can put my hand on my heart and
know that, who I am and how I am with others, be that work or friendship made a difference to someone’s

life, then that is enough for me! For example, knowing that the therapy time we spent together has either
changed whether a child has stayed and got through to adoption or long term fostering and wasn’t off
in another home, or maybe something had changed in the way a member of staff could suddenly see a

young person as a person and not someone who didn’t understand because they cognitively didn’t make
sense of the world in the same way that they do.

It’s the pearls of wisdom really that kids have given me that I find inspiring, the fact that they have risked

getting close and allowed me in to their life and inner world. It goes through to my teaching as well, and
the commitment students make and knowing that they will take the work forward in their own way. It
really does happen every week; it can be a tiny, tiny little moment…
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T – but it is the recognizing it, isn’t it?
S.C. – Yes, it’s what I call the ‘Jewels in the Cave’.
T – How is DMP interwoven into your life?
S.C. – That’s a question where there isn’t a separation for me, as my whole life has always been about

relationship, which for me is at the heart of therapy. You know, I went into my own analysis because I

felt I was struggling with the difficulties I’d had in childhood, and for me it’s about the ability to have
meaningful relationships with people. I don’t differentiate that in my friendships, though it’s slightly
different, the depth I might go with a very close friend might be different with a colleague, but it’s always

about relationship. Everything about my life always has been, and I think that is what has been clarified
through and I think that was the struggle initially in my analysis – to be in relationship. I’m going to

get onto a pearl really aren’t I? I hear and see it with students, it’s so easy to talk about connection and

communication, and even using the word relationship, it’s such an impoverished word, but being close
to someone is a big risk. You know I’m really aware that when children shift into that point where

they will be vulnerable with me it’s a massive risk! Why would anyone really risk placing themselves

metaphorically in your hands, I don’t think people do it lightly, and so that’s something about never
underestimating the risk it is. Maybe it is the children that I work with, who have repeatedly experienced
deprivation, rejection, pain, that help me to continually wonder and explore, why would they do it again?

So it amuses me when students are three weeks into placement and they say “we have got this rapport
and they trust me”, and I say “based on what?” It’s always worrying if someone appears to trust you
too soon as I think there’s a healthy caution in the process of trusting.

T – There’s a question arising for me about trying to define within that, how do we know, how is our ‘knowing’
as a DMP perhaps, framing it in that way, how do we know if we’ve made relationship with someone?

S.C. – well maybe a clinical example links all of it. I’m talking a lot with a colleague at the moment, about
the experience of loss and grief and that might be an actual bereavement as in what’s just happened in my

school, or it might just be the sense of loss of never having, of deprivation or a feeling of being lost. In the
school that I’m currently working in, one of the groups I have is quite a disparate group, with students who

are about 16 yrs old. There’s one young man there, who the first couple of times I went in for observation,
stood as far away from his peers as he could get. In fact if he can get out of the room he will, because the

room backs onto the playground, and so he stands right in the corner, and if you approach he will back

off. He stands looking up and his eyes are glazed and he just sings “derberderberderberderberderber”
all day, so he has this kind of like, bubble around him and periodically, because he stands right backed
up against the wall and he will touch just one finger lightly against the wall, as if testing ‘is the wall still
there?’ The teachers affectionately say “oh, he’s in the zone, you won’t get him out of the zone”, and if

they get him to say one thing, or have a second’s eye contact, they consider that quite a breakthrough.

So I observed him about 2 sessions, then he was off ice-skating with the school for the next four weeks.

But there was something about him that constantly intrigued me; the fact that the only part of him that
had any animation, but in a cut off way, was his mouth. It was like his whole body was stopped, or stuck,
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frozen somewhere with this mouth that went up down like an old man, like a cartoon, like Southpark,
just a mouth going up and down. He was like a flat, 2-D boy, but something about him had really gone

inside me, and I wondered what is it like to be so disconnected and yet in the room and in the world? And
I watched his teacher, who is brilliant with him I have to say, and the only thing he does to break out of
that ‘zone’ is to ask her go to the toilet.

So I had this session a couple of weeks ago where we had about 7 kids in the session, and I had been taking

their vocal rhythms, because they are all mainly non-verbal, of the sounds of people and putting it with

their name into a song. The young man was in the corner, chanting his usual chant and I was aware f
him on the periphery.

I say this in my teaching, that unless you have a space, a real, actual space inside you, where you believe

that someone exists, and has meaning, then there’s no space for a client to come into. If you don’t have
that space within you then everything you’re doing, you might as well be doing through a window. It
may be movement observation, very clever, lots of little tricks, and laban analysis, but you’re not actually
connected with the person.

T – Yes, you’re talking about engaging in the moment, and bringing yourself into it, being in whatever
happens…

S.C. – you’ve got to experience that awful, awful ‘cut-offness’, but hold a belief that a bridge can be made,
or that you can actually meet that child, in this case this young man.

So… we were singing out their names and I was singing this child’s name “der dah der dah, duda luh

duh, duda luh duh”, trying to have something similar sounding that he could relate to, and as I was

singing his name, he suddenly stopped his tune, and just looked over for a moment, for what seemed like
an age, and then went back into his own singing. But that few seconds struck a chord in me – a moment
of opportunity.

Now he likes to get into boxes and things and cordon himself off, so a few weeks before I had suggested to
the teacher that they make an area that he can stick and paint it, so we got this massive old box and cut
the front off, a bit like a cocoon, so that he could see out and feel in the world, but still feel protected.

So in the session his teacher took that idea and got this big stretch cloth that is in a loop, and she stood in
it with another member of staff so it was kind of like a frame, and she very slowly inched her way over to

him. I thought he was just going to move off but and stay in his ‘zone’ but he came into the middle of the
stretch cloth, framed by the two staff. So I was kneeling and singing his name and calling him forth, and

again he looked over at me. Then I was looking at the group and suddenly I turn my head up and see he

has got his arms outstretched towards me, a bit stick like, but he had his arms out! So I then responded
to him by calling to him, with the whole group echoing the call and very, very slowly the teachers inched

back towards with him in the middle. He got to about 5 feet away from me and this look of horror flashed
across his face, like suddenly he realised that he was coming closer, and I just lowered my voice and made
it softer, but not sure if at any moment he would pull away.
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The whole group continued singing with me at the time, and it had gone on for what felt like an age, until

he finally, and he got right the way to me and put his hands on my shoulders, though he had no grip in

his hands, and the teacher very gently put her hand on the back of his calf and he bent his knees and
we were kneeling facing each other. Then this curious half smile, half ‘oow, how did I get here?’ look

came over his face, and we put the cloth back over him and it felt like a bit of peak-a-boo moment, and
I remember saying at the time “there you are, I’ve found you”. I felt that was a moment that he took a
gigantic risk.

So how do I know I’ve made the beginning of a relationship? This is a child who for hours and hours on
end, says very little other than take me to the toilet. Who constantly moves away from people.

The next 2 weeks he came to the sessions he started to imitate bits of movement from his far edge, but
then approached us and came and banged the drum with people, doing his own little sequence, putting his

arms out. He was looking, watching and imitating movement, and it felt like these incredible moments.
The teacher said to me later “have you had a lot of contact with him?” and I said “actually no, because
he’s been ice-skating, then the Christmas break, then the snow etc”, BUT I said, “I do inside”.

You know there’s been this very real space where we have met, but it’s still a bit of an of enigma, and I

wonder ‘how I am I going to find any way to relate? Then this week he was ‘back in the zone’, and out
in the playground and everybody else was worried about him, so we sang a song about how we thought
we had lost him, and he just momentarily came back to us. So when we really sing out his name in a

rhythm that he is familiar with, and use his chant, he has this facial expression of curiosity and he moves
in and starts to approach.

T – That is a very powerful vignette…
S.C. – that was a massive one for me. I have what I call little ‘magical moments’ every week, but that

felt like it was life-changing, and I think when you’ve had that meeting through eyes, or sound or on
a sensory, physical level, when it’s really gone inside you then you can work with that as a model and

you know it deep within. So I don’t know how to describe it in a clever cognitive way, I just know, that

knowing is like ‘I’ve met you’, and you may disappear again and you may for the next 3 weeks be having
to want to get out the door and into the playground, but we both know we’ve met and we have something
to come back to, and to build on.

T – How would you like to see the DMP profession developing in the future?
S.C. – I’d like to see people putting back more. I do believe everybody, and this might be getting muddled
in my ‘course-leader’ role, but there are people over the years that’ve put in massive amounts, people

who work on the council, work for the newsletter, you know they all come and get involved. One of the

things I notice on the trainings is the wealth that students bring, and I would like to see them more giving
back to their profession, to give something. So on a very simple practical level there are things that you
can do, be involved and don’t wait for everybody else to do it for you and sit and have a little moan. You

know, do something! Report it back, write something in the newsletter, or come to a Council AGM. You
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can only be part of developing it if you are involved and you know what’s going on. If you’re prepared

to, just sit and listen it’s a great way to learn. When I first sat on council, I was speechless believe it or
not! The realization of how much people had put in. I remember sitting and listening to Penny and Nina
and being blown away at how much they knew and had done.

How would I like to see it develop? Well that‘s tricky because there is such a push to have evidence and
I get a bit disheartened with some forms of research. I think we are too small to wage competition. We
are at a stage where we’re getting quite a lot of trainings and wonder whether we can sustain the work

in this country. I think we’re too small to start back-biting, and competing with trainings being better
than each other so I think it’s about owning the difference. I think the profession can allow for some

difference, but that it must have some unity too. So there are some people that want to go into more
empirical research and very detailed, and there are those that are able to do amazing things clinically,
and this has to come together really.

T – What pearl of wisdom would you like to share with our community?
S.C. – Expect the unexpected in the clinical work. I love seeing when students transform and the ‘penny
drops’.

T – Expect the unexpected…
S.C. – and that is linked with holding that space inside that something can be different. Is that a gem?
T – it is, because it talks to me of not getting into a ‘knowing’ position, which is very easy to do, and to continue
to hold the ‘not knowing’ position which is the harder one to do.

S.C. – to continue to support the client you have to be prepared to go into some very dark places, otherwise
what you’re doing is nice creative work, and wanting it to be nice. You have to be in some painful, dark
places too, but that’s where the jewels are.
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A poem written by Kate Snowden,
(1st year trainee DMP student at Goldsmiths College)
Staff and students on the DMP MA at Goldsmiths College were privileged to spend several hours to learn about

the work of David Harris, who has been in London recently to accept the Freedom to Create Youth Prize for
his work in Sierra Leone. David presented a lecture covering the journey of his DMT sessions with a group of

child soldiers in Sierra Leone. His presentation included some video footage of several of his sessions and, in

addition, he facilitated an experiential session, providing an opportunity to connect with the experience on a
physical and emotional level.

David Alan Harris, BC-DMT, is a Dance Movement Therapist from the US who has specialized in the treatment of

survivors of torture and war. While supervising two dozen para-professional counsellors in a torture rehabilitation
program in the Kailahun District of Sierra Leone in 2005and 2006, David launched and ran DMT interventions,
including the world’s first DMT group for former child soldiers.

Kate says that David’s workshop was an unforgettable and moving, if at times disturbing, experience. As a result
of participating, she was inspired to write the following poem, entitled “Healing Hands”.
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By Kate Snowden
Hands holding guns when they should be holding Toys,
Slitting throats as violent men, instead of play-fighting as boys.
Raping and destroying before their first teenage kiss,
Oblivious to the childhood they have completely missed.
Hands clearing mines when they should be holding books,
An entire suppressed, roomful of blank, unrepentant looks.
Hearts turned to ice, beneath a relentless Sierra sun,
Heavy, bound and weighted by all they’ve seen and done.
Their Youth lies unexplored in an RUF Mass-grave,
Along with family, friends and loved ones, they blindly killed or couldn’t save.
Where does one start with those who’ve walked the road to Hell?
Do you cry or do you dance with what the history books can’t tell?
What was left to feel when the pain has made them numb?
What can be called “real” when reality’s come undone?
What was the answer for those Koindu boys and their guns?
Ostracised from far off Peace talks, homes, schools and dads and mums?
It did not come in a box of pills, or theory books, or Counselling
It came via a White Dancing Man and his Chacean Ring. –
Freetown hip-hop as the Soundtrack, Bodies as the Microphones,
They took a beating, writhing journey from darkest hell to coming home.
Coming back to conscience- to what has broken minds and hearts,
To saying “sorry” and start thawing those oh-so-deep-frozen-hearts.
Movement unlocking feelings, buried deep behind their eyes
Allowing tears to fall with memories of families’ phantom cries.
“Mirror in the Middle” and “The Name Game”-simple keys,
To “ throwing struggles to the centre”;their safe, physical deep-freeze.
The Hands that had murdered became the hands that touched to heal,
Making “poil”1 hearts “cool” again-making lifeless victims real.
One hand on their heart-one hand on the boys’ next doorSharing Healing Pain-the White Dancing Man inspired them to explore.

1

The word “poil”is slang in the boys’ language, meaning bad/dead
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Brief News from The Field
From: Professor Helen Payne, University of Hertfordshire
Psychosomatic Conditions in Primary Care: Change within the Moving Bodymind
This is a short report of the outcomes of a pilot study (2005-2008) for which I was Principal Investigator. Readers
might find it of interest, especially if unexplained bodily symptoms are present in your clients. Full details of
the study can be found in the publications listed below.
Research question:
Do patients from GP surgeries suffering psychosomatic conditions (otherwise termed somatoform disorder/
medically unexplained symptoms) perceive an improvement in their quality of life, in relation to the perception
and management of their symptoms, following a group intervention termed the BodyMind Approach which
traces the connection between physical symptoms and emotional experience?
Achievements in terms of objectives of the investigation:
1. A pilot study, based in primary care, was undertaken within a collaborative approach, in order to examine the
experiences of patients living with chronic psychosomatic conditions as reported by them before and following

participation in a 12 week, two hourly intervention entitled ‘A Learning Group: the BodyMind Approach’. It

was thought this title may be more accessible and reflect the nature and purpose of the group in that it might
encourage self understanding from a personal development perspective as well as by witnessing others in the

group. These patients will rarely access psychological therapies e.g. CBT and counselling which do not seem

able to address the bodily nature of their condition sufficiently. In a supportive group environment patients
learned alongside their peers where sharing was encouraged. The intervention itself, and its title, was evaluated
from both patient and therapist perspectives.

2. The investigation team collaborated with WelHat Counselling Service and primary care practitioners in setting

up the research intervention and in particular evaluating the referral procedure. The inquiry embraced userinvolvement (the steering committee had one member from PIP) as well as collaboration with the counselling,
GP and other referring services. Full LREC and local PCT ethical approval was obtained.

3. The pilot delivered a number of groups to eligible patients (those who met the inclusion/exclusion criteria).
The groups had the overall aim of providing a supportive context for patients to explore their experience of

their symptoms by focusing on the bodily symptom, the inner natural movement arising from it, and to form

links between this unconscious process, life experience, current psychosocial situations and their bodily and
emotional experience.

4. The perceived effects of the groups on participants in terms of coping strategies to manage their symptoms
within the wider social context included increase in wellbeing, decrease in anxiety/depression and substantially
reduced distress from their symptoms.
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5. New coping strategies derived from an understanding of their bodily symptom as an expression of an underlying
conflict or dys-ease. An increase in body/self awareness led to a reduction in symptoms, and an increase in the
capacity to relax appeared to result in the reduction of anxiety and a greater sense of well-being.

6. Patients with generic rather than specific symptoms appeared to benefit across the age ranges without
variation.

7. It was seen by patients to be a helpful, supportive model of treatment giving them and their GPs an alternative

to traditional approaches, such as medication prescription and frequent visits to the GP and/or secondary

care consultations. Many patients thought the Learning Groups might be helpful to patients with explained
physical symptoms.

8. An evaluation of the referral process from primary care to the Learning Groups resulted in the patients seeing
the intervention as non-stigmatizing and the referrers seeing it as a psycho-educational approach and requiring
GPs to be kept in the loop.

9. The identifiable difficulties in the setting up of the Learning Groups in a PCT included GPs failing to refer

sufficient chronic patients. As a result pharmacies and counsellors made several referrals. Another difficulty

was in motivating GPs to make use of the group approach for patients since they appeared to believe patients

would prefer one to one approaches. It was a contrasting experience in fact for the participating patients who
seemed to think the group was particularly crucial to the approach and to helping them.

By focussing on the body through natural movement, links were made between the symptoms, unconscious,
life experience, psychosocial situations and emotions.

The objectives of the study were therefore fully met and more, both at the end of treatment phase (week 13)
and at a three month follow up.
Outcomes:
It is thought patients’ cognitive understanding that the bodily symptom may be an expression of an underlying
social or emotional conflict led to the following as induced from a thematic analysis of qualitative, semi structured
interviews and as measured on self reporting, standardised and validated instruments:
•

better coping strategies

•

a reduction in symptoms

•

a reduction in anxiety

•

an increase in well being

•

an increase in activity (eg returning to work/study)

•

a reduction of GP consultations

•

a reduction or stabilisation of medication usage

•

a reduction in secondary referral care
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Unexpectedly, symptom distress reduced considerably to a moderate –strong effect statistically which may have
reflected a change in perception of their medically unexplained symptoms.

Patients gained a better understanding of their symptom and how it related to them intra-psychically and in

their social setting. Attitudes towards symptoms changed together with an increased self-confidence resulting
in a healthier self-image and re-associating positively with their bodies.

The research’s relevance to GP practices in WelHat, and eventually practices throughout Hertfordshire, offers
GPs an opportunity to refer these patients, who are known to be difficult to treat and often termed ‘heart sink’,

resulting in less time for GPs working directly with these patients and less prescription medication/secondary
care referrals.

The outcomes of the study are therefore very relevant for GP practices which each have to deal with over 30% of

patients with intractable problems where there is no organic medical explanation and a resistance to traditional
‘talking’ psychological therapies due to the associated stigma. The BodyMind Approach has a large potential

for not only offering relevant treatment for this group of patients, but also considerable potential savings in GP
practice resources.

The addition of a new treatment with an evidence-base for its effectiveness will increase the number and breadth of
treatments for this ‘difficult to treat’, chronic, patient group, bringing a range of opportunities for treatment.

The study is based on small numbers (N=24) and the methodology is not easily generalised to large populations.

However, the inclusion of a number of Health Professionals, including GPs in the referral process, and in the
study’s evaluation/presentation of outcomes will mean that a good understanding of how this kind of intervention
can be included within the context of the Health Service has been gained.

There is now sufficient preliminary data to support the cost of a large scale phase II clinical trial for this treatment.

Consequently the experience of running this small pilot trail has been valuable in informing the development
of a larger two armed trial for which an application to NIHR has been made.

A manual has been developed from the analysis identifying facilitation competencies within the treatment

approach, rather than a step-by-step methodology/recipe since every group will interact differently with each
facilitator since the approach is not designed to be objective. The facilitator’s process recordings from each

group were comparatively analysed against the patients’ perceptions of the process and very few differences were
found. Consequently, we can be confident that, with facilitators holding the correct pre-requisite qualifications,
the outcomes for each subsequent group will be similar.

A market research feasibility study provided an excellent indication of the numbers and willingness of GPs,

counsellors and psychotherapist in the PCT to become involved in helping to set up the approach across
Hertfordshire1.

In addition, linked to this study a cost effectiveness study was undertaken to generate a model for estimating

1 Payne, H; Eskioglou, M and Storey, J (2008) Medically unexplained symptoms: a holistic bodymind approach to
group therapy for depression and anxiety in primary care. Unpublished report. Project supported by a grant from the
East of England Development Agency.
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the savings made in each GP practice based on the quantitative study outcomes2.
Benefits to Hertfordshire:
1. The provision of a specialised treatment group for patients with medically unexplained symptoms/functional
somatoform disorder/psychosomatic conditions.

2. A more developed evidence-base for the use of the alternative supportive treatment at the primary-community
care interface.

3. An enlargement of non-stigmatizing treatment services in WelHat.
4. A specialised, innovative treatment approach using the body as the primary avenue for change which is
practice–led and responsive to government guidelines.

5. Savings for treating this patient population in terms of reduced GP consultations/medication usage/secondary
referrals allowing for more time to be devoted to patients with organic conditions.
Dissemination:
All GP surgeries and other involved health professionals were invited to attend a presentation of findings and,
in addition, offered a presentation at their weekly practice meeting during 2008.

The extent of health professionals involved in the study provides opportunities for them to be directly involved
in informing the development of service delivery in this area, and through their own professional bodies.

Commissioners have expressed an interest in taking the treatment forward for patients in early 2010 in North
and West/East Herts PCT.

All participants were sent copies of their interview transcriptions to audit and an overview of the findings. Some

have indicated they would be willing to sit on a steering committee should funding be granted for a randomized
controlled trial.

Short up skilling training courses at the University of Hertfordshire have already been undertaken for those
qualified to learn the approach and more are planned for the 2010. Facilitators (and assistants) will be required
once the approach is rolled out across the PCT3.
Publications:
During 2008-9 there has been collaboration (including with a service user) for the writing of some papers. In
particular an article was produced with the statistician involved in the analysis of the quantitative data.
Articles have been produced and accepted for publication in the following journals:

2 Payne, H and Fordham R (2008) A Group BodyMind Approach to Medically Unexplained Symptoms: Proof of
concept and potential cost savings. Unpublished report. Study funded by University of Hertfordshire and the East of
England Development Agency.
3 For dates of training courses please contact Professor Helen Payne H.L.Payne@herts.ac.uk in the first instance.
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Payne, H (2009) Medically unexplained conditions and the bodymind approach. Counselling in Primary Care
Review. 10, 1, 6-8.

Payne, H (2009) The BodyMind Approach to psychotherapeutic groupwork with patients with medically

unexplained symptoms: a review of the literature, description of approach and methodology selected for a pilot
study. European Journal for Counselling & Psychotherapy. 11, 3.

Payne H. (2009) Pilot study to evaluate Movement Psychotherapy (the BodyMind Approach) with patients with

medically unexplained symptoms: participant and facilitator perceptions and a summary discussion. International
Journal for Body, Movement & Dance in Psychotherapy. 5, 2, 132-157.

Payne H & Stott D. (2009 on line) Change in the moving bodymind: Quantitative results from a pilot study
on the BodyMind Approach (BMA) to groupwork for patients with medically unexplained symptoms (MUS).
Counselling and Psychotherapy Research. In Print March 2010.

It is anticipated a book will be published in 2010 by Taylor and Francis illustrating the findings of the study
and a manual for the approach.
Conferences:
Payne, H (2008) Invited Keynote: Dance Movement Psychotherapy as an evolving profession: its application in
the health service. Conference proceedings: Fourth International Congress on Psychomotricity, Amsterdam.

Payne, H (2009) Medically unexplained symptoms and a bodymind approach in primary care: results and
findings from a pilot study. Tenth European Consortium on Arts Therapies Education, London.

Payne, H (2009) Invited Keynote: ‘Medical Research in Dance Movement Psychotherapy’ launch of
International Centre for Research in the Arts Therapies, Imperial College Medical School, London.

Another invited keynote on the findings has been accepted at the European Congress for Body Psychotherapy,
Vienna, June, 2010
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Old Friends: Books to Share
New regular feature!
‘Old Friends’ Book Section
•

Are there books that you couldn’t imagine working without?

•

Which the books that you keep returning to for support and to help you with your thinking as a
DMP?

E-motion would like to develop a regular feature where the DMP community can share these valuable
resources.

They may be books by DMP’s, one’s on specific populations or different work settings. They may even be

from a different field altogether, (such as anthropology or literature) that give you new ways to think about the
material your clients bring and the challenges of working as a DMP.

Please write and tell us at e-motion about these old and trusted companions on your DMP journey. You could

write a paragraph summarising why you love a particular book, or you could write a longer in-depth review
that explores exactly what makes it such a useful resource.

If there are books you’d rush back into your burning house to save we want to hear about them!
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MOVEMENT PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP

FRIDAY EVENING AT NUEVO

This new group, using both verbal and non-verbal interaction,
provides a unique opportunity for people wishing to explore and
improve their own patterns of making personal relationships.

The second in a series of seminars focussing on
clinicians working in specialist areas

Nuevo Avenue House Milton Avenue Croydon CRO 2BP

SUSAN SCARTH

group conductor - Sarah Holden

MCAT, SrDMP, CMA
a presentation and dialogue

This small group will meet weekly in the evening, at
NUEVO studio Croydon
Please contact Sarah to register an interest or
arrange an initial meeting. Places will be limited.
Further Information can be accessed and downloaded
from the website below

bringing LABAN MOVEMENT ANALYSIS into
DANCE MOVEMENT PSYCHOTHERAPY in the context of TRAUMA
Friday 14th May 2010 7.00 pm prompt - 9.00 pm
(tea & coffee from 6.30) £25 (ADMP members £20)
Further information and booking details
www.movementpsychotherapist.com/professional
phone 07956 208276
e-mail : sarahholden@movementpsychotherapist.com

www.movementpsychotherapist.com
phone 07956 208276
e-mail : sarahholden@movementpsychotherapist.com

International Authentic Movement Conference 2010
Lanzarote, Canary Islands, Spain

12th – 16th July, 2010

(Arrival days at Lanzarote are Saturday, 10th or Sunday, 11th July, 2010)

Bonnie Meekums, PhD, SrDMP (UK), University of Leeds “Embodying Transformation”
Eila Goldhahn, PhD, SrDMP (UK), Germany “What means ‘Authenticity’ in Movement?”
Leah Bartal, SrDMP (UK), London: “Movement, Masks & Archetypes”
Martina Isecke, SrDMP (UK), Lanzarote: “Dance Meditation & Movement Improvisation”
Seminar/ Course Fee: 360 € (310 € Students) *
For Reservation/ Booking/ Conference Programme contact: tinaise@yahoo.co.uk **

* The course fee includes all tuition and art material
** Provides further information on how to book an accommodation/ HB package

(flights not included) with the conference venue

Journey: Environmental Movement

A Move into Life Workshop
with Sandra Reeve PhD, SrDMP

May 15/16/17 2010. Isle of
Purbeck, Dorset.
Cost: £155.00
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Become kinaesthetically aware of the influence and impact
of context. Witness your changing patterns as you
interweave your moving body with the grass, the rocks, the
sea. Experience ‘affordances, or how we each pick up
features relevant to our preferences directly from the
environment. Apply your insights to your daily practice.
To book – and for details of other Move into Life
workshops and training – visit www.moveintolife.com or
e-mail info@moveintolife.co.uk or call + 44 (0)1297 560511.
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Plevin-Goldhahn Movement Seminars
Authentic Movement and MoverWitness Exchange (MWE)
A course with Dr Eila Goldhahn and Marcia Plevin at Penpynfarch, Wales, UK
20. May - 24. May 2010 (Whitsun)
Designed to support the development of personal creative resources, perception and communication this small group provides
participants with the opportunity to study simultaneously and intensively with two very experienced teachers. The emphasis is on
developing creative, therapeutic, research, leadership oriented, pedagogical and/or pastoral applications. The path towards this
is by way of self-immersion in a self-reflective and creative process focussed on embodiment and the techniques developed from
Authentic Movement. There will be time and opportunity for individual advice and coaching and the small group size promises a
lively and stimulating exchange between movers and witnesses.
Venue: Situated in a corner of 'wild Wales' during the British bluebell-season, Penpynfarch is well-known for its eclectic
programme of dance and embodiment taught by highly regarded practitioners, lovely studio, rustic accommodation and its
excellent vegetarian kitchen. Find out more about the venue got to http://www.penpynfarch.co.uk/page5.html
Dates and Costs: Arrive Thursday 20th of May for evening diner at Penpynfarch, depart Monday 24th of May after breakfast.
Inclusive of accommodation, full board and tuition fees: £ 565.00. Pay £ 250.00 on registration, the balance on arrival. Early
booking is advisable.
Travel: Shared car journeys and pick-ups may be organised with participants from within the UK. From Europe fly to Cardiff
(Wales), London City Airport or London Heathrow and then take the train. Travel time approximately 3 hours.

Dr. Eila Goldhahn

Marcia Plevin

Both Marcia and Eila have studied during the 1990ties extensively with Dr Janet Adler and use her distinctive practices in their
own work. Over the years they have developed their own individual philosophies and emphasis in practicing the exchanges
between movers and witnesses. To both the creative imagination in movement, the fine articulation of individual experiences and
the participatory, collective workings of groups are important. Both are qualified dancers and artists as well as registered
dance movement psychotherapists in the UK and in the US/Italy respectively. Marcia and Eila both publish in their field and
work as advisors, supervisors and consultants at a senior professional level.

Authentic Movement and MoverWitness Exchange (MWE)
Five-Day Autumn Intensive Retreat with Marcia Plevin und Eila Goldhahn
at the “Akademie am Meer im Klappholttal” on Sylt, Germany
15. November - 21. November 2010 ( 5 Day Autumn Intensive Retreat)
Using practices from New Dance, Buddhism and Dance Movement Psychotherapy this is a retreat set in the wilderness of this most
famous and beautiful of German islands. This retreat is for those who need time to deepen their listening to their body and soul in
preparation for winter and in order to take stock of their lifes. It is a chance to tune into body and self and simultaneously be in
touch with elemental nature. As well as indepth tuition exploring embodiment through moving and witnessing there will be ample
of time to reconnect, reflect and recharge. The studio is beautiful and very light with one side being completely glazed. There
will be daylight-time to go for walks and braze autumn storms along the white and sandy beaches as well as explore creative
expression through visual art media. Some parts of this retreat will be held in silence.
Venue: Klappholttal is set on a narrow strip of land and sand dunes between the seashores. "The Academy by the Sea"
Klappholttal on the island of Sylt was founded early in the 20th century and has the charme of a small village community.
Accommodation is in single or 2 person "huts" which are nevertheless comfortable and very cosy. Food is good; meat, fish and
vegetarian options are available.
Dates and Costs: Arrive Monday, 15th of November for evening diner at Klappholttal, depart Sunday 21st of November after
breakfast. Inclusive of accommodation, full board and tuition fees: € 825.00 (Euro). Pay € 300.00 on registration, the balance on
arrival. Early booking advisable.
Travel: From abroad fly to Hamburg (Germany) or to Aarhus (Denmark) and then take the train to the island (approx 2-3 hours).
For more information, to check suitability and a booking form please contact info@eila-goldhahn.co.uk
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Creating Your Own Work
A one-day workshop led by Tasha Colbert SRDMP and Céline Butté
SRDMP of Kidikwa Creative Arts. This is an opportunity to develop the
skills, knowledge and confidence to create, raise funds for and deliver
your own projects.
Drawing on seven years’ experience of running a successful organisation delivering creative projects to
children and adults, we will be looking at:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visioning a project
Setting up a voluntary organisation
Researching national and local target groups
Applying for funding
Recruiting volunteers
Marketing and publicity
Delivering the project
Utilising your DMP skills

This will be an enjoyable, experiential and practical day, where we will explore ways of using DMP skills to
design and deliver exciting and creative projects.
Date: 24th April
Time: 10:30am – 4:30pm
Cost: £55 (Students and newly qualified DMP’s: £45)
Location: NUEVO, Avenue

House, 8-28 Milton Avenue, Croydon, CR0 2BP

To book, call 07941 863 698 or email tasha_colbert@yahoo.co.uk
Places are limited, so book early to avoid disappointment.
10% of profits will be donated to ADMP

Supervision Group for Arts Therapists
With Tobias Arnup (Art Therapist, M.A. in Consultation and the Organisation from the Tavistock currently
working in the forensic Service) and Pauline Sayhi (Dance Movement Psychotherapist, Arabic dance
teacher, Marion Woodman BodySoul Rhythms Leader currently working in the forensic service)
Aimed at those who are working with “difficult to engage” clients or at those who are newly qualified. This
group will use movement and art making to help elucidate clinical material.
Venue: The Claremont Project, 24-27 White lion Street, London N1 9PD
Time: 6 Saturdays per year 10.30-1.30
Fee: £79 per session
e-mail tobiasarnup@onetel.com or call Pauline 07796131469
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Dr Beatrice Allegranti SrDMT, MA DMT
Offers individual and group supervision integrating Feminist
and Dreambody Approaches. CPD short courses also
available. Visit www.embodiedpractice.co.uk
Contact b.allegranti@roehampton.ac.uk or
call 0208 392 3377.
Sara Bannerman-Haig SrDMT
North London
Tel: 07977109699
sara_haig@hotmail.com
Leah Bartal SrDMT
Offers individual DMT and Supervision including
Psychosynthesis, Jungian Background, Feldenkrais and
Authentic Movement. Monthly workshops include writing
and mask-making. North West London and internationally.
Tel/Fax: 0207 722 9768.
Dawn Batcup, SrDMT
Offers supervision or DMT in South London using a
psychodynamic perspective. Dawn’s experience is in mental
health across the various specialisms, including Forensics.
Contact: dawn.batcup@swlstg-tr.nhs.uk or Tel. 0208 682
6236
Catherine Beuzeboc, SRDMT
Offers individual sessions in movement psychotherapy and
supervision in North London NW5. Existential / Humanistic
orientation.
Tel: 0207 267 6253 or email: c.beuzeboc@btinternet.com
Penelope Best SrDMT
Offers individual and group creative process oriented
supervision and consultation sessions in East London and east
midlands (Milton Keynes). Contact: pbestworks@aol.com
Katya Bloom, SrDMT, CMA, MA, PhD
Offers individual movement therapy and supervision in North
London.
Contact: kbloom@talk21.com
Celine Butte SrDMP
offers individual and group dance movement psychotherapy
and supervision, speaks fluent French and English; she is
based in Croydon, CR2
Contact: cel_butte@yahoo.co.uk
Natasha Colbert, SrDMT
Offers supervision and individual movement psychotherapy
in West London, W11. Sliding scale available.
Contact: tasha_colbert@yahoo.co.uk or
Tel: 0207 229 3883
Sue Curtis, SrDMT
Available in South East London for supervision, training or
workshops. Sue specialises in all aspects of work with children
and young people.
Contact: Tel: 0208 244 0968 or suecurtisdmt@ntlworld.com
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Juliet Diener MA SRDMP
Offers individual/ group therapy and supervision in NW or SE
London . Working using an integrative model with experience
in both Mental Health and Educational settings.
Contact: juliet@icandance.co.uk 07931 533 955
Ellen Emmet, MA, CMA, SrRDMT
Shropshire, London
Individual and group DMT, Supervision
Authentic Movement-Transpersonal perspective
Visit www.ellenemmet.com
Contact ellenemmet@hotmail.com or 07791622703
Yeva Feldman, SrDMT, MSc, Gestalt Therapist in
advanced training
Offers supervision (individual and group) in South West
London and professional development workshops.
Contact: Tel: 07958 610234, email:
yeva.rob@gogglemail.com
Tracey French MA SrDMP
Offering supervision (especially those working with
adolescent client groups), and individual Dance Movement
Psychotherapy. London based.
Contact: traceyfrenchdmt@yahoo.com
Tel: 07760175756
Caroline Frizell, MA, SrRDMT
North London. Supervision and training with particular
reference to disability and inclusion; working with the earth
in mind.
contact: frizarm@btinternet.com Tel: 07950 6861797
Dr. Eila Goldhahn SrDMP, BA Hons, Theatre in a Social
Context, Cert. Couns., Cert. Creative Arts. I am currently
available for supervisions held in Germany (near Frankfurt)
and in London (NW).
Information on seminars and research on www.eilagoldhahn.co.uk
Gerry Harrison MA SrDMP – available for supervision,
especially for those working in psychiatric settings.
Contact: gerryharri@hotmail.com or 07977 094 789
Linda Hartley, MA, SrDMT, BMCA, RMT, UKCP
Offers personal therapy, integrating Authentic Movement,
Body-Mind Centering and a transpersonal and body-oriented
approach to Psychotherapy. Supervision available in and
Cambridge and Norwich.
Contact: Tel: 01799 502143 or email:
Linda@lindahartley.co.uk www.lindahartley.co.uk
Sarah Holden, BA hons, IGA, UKCP
offers individual and group movement psychotherapy,
supervision. South London.
Contact: tel 07956208276 or
sarahholden@movementpsychotherapist.com
Spring 2010

Martina Isecke SrDMT, Dance Artist, Psychologist
Creative coaching and dance holidays at Lanzarote, Canary
Islands, Spain. Offers supervision, DMT workshops, dance
tuition.
Contact: Tel: 0034 6805 88728 or e-mail:
tinaise@yahoo.co.uk, www.martinadance.com
Fran Lavendel, MA, SrDMT, BMC practitioner
Teacher of Authentic Movement offers movement
psychotherapy, group work and supervision.
Contact: lavendelmaclean@ednet.co.uk or
Tel: 01968 676461
Helen Leake MA, MA( psych) SrDMT
Group & Individual supervision SE London. Helen is a DMT
& Child & Adolescent Psychotherapist working in the NHS
and Social Care.
e-mail: heleake@yahoo.co.uk or call 07742225445
Jeanette MacDonald, SrDMT, ARAD
Offers individual therapy and clinical supervision in London
and Exeter. Also available for Advanced/Professional Dance
workshops and private coaching. Contact: Tel: 01392 873683
or email:
info@exedance.demon.co.uk
Bonnie Meekums, PhD, Lecturer
University of Leeds
School of Healthcare
Baines Wing
LS2 9JT
0113 343 9414
b.meekums@leeds.ac.uk
http://leeds.academia.edu/BonnieMeekums
Alyson Nehren MA, DTR, CMA, RSMT/E, SrDMT
Distance supervision online or landline (at no telephone
charge to you). Specialization in somatic and developmental
approaches to Dance Movement Therapy. Integrating Laban
Movement Analysis (LMA), Bartenieff Fundamentalssm (BF)
and aspects of Body-Mind Centering®. Payment accepted
via secure server.
Contact: anehrensomatx@yahoo.com
Nina Papadopoulos, SrDMT
Is available for individual DMT and supervision in East
London.
Tel 020 85563180 or email: ninadmt@yahoo.com
Annie Parry MA, SrDMP
Advanced EFT/Matrix practitioner, Spiritual director and
Retreat facilitator.
Provides; Supervision and consultation; personal therapy,
growth and transformative process. Offers an integrative
approach, 25yrs experience, 10yrs NHS, now based in
Droitwich Spa (M5 J5, or 4 mins walk from the station),
Mobile 07985 783425 or annie.present@talktalk.net
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Professor Helen Payne, PhD, SrDMT, Fellow ADMT-UK,
UKCP
Professor Helen Payne PhD, has over 30 years experience
with groups and individuals. Accredited Psychotherapist
since 1992 (UKCP). Integrative approach and Authentic
Movement.
Contact: Tel: 01438 833440 or email:
H.L.Payne@herts.ac.uk
Athena Pikis SrDMT.
Offers individual and group DMT and Counselling Sessions
and Workshops in her country Cyprus. Also available for
supervision.
Contact: Tel: (00357)22518765, (00357)99543461,
address: 6 Kilkis Street, Flat 21, 1086 Nicosia, or email:
athenapiki@hotmail.com
Helen Poynor SrDMT. MA and RMT (ISMETA)
Available for individual movement therapy and supervision
in East Devon & Totnes. Also offers Walk of Life Movement
Workshops in West Dorset/Devon. Halprin trained.
Contact: Tel: 01297 20624.
Sandra Reeve SrDMT
Individual movement therapy and supervision in Dorset
and Ireland. Move into Life workshops for personal and
professional development through movement.
Contact: Tel: 01297 560511 www.moveintolife.co.uk
Susan Scarth MCAT, SrDMP, CMA
Private practice in central Edinburgh offering group and
individual DMP. Specialist interest and experience in PTSD
and childhood trauma. Movement Supervision offered to
professionals and students of counselling, psychotherapy and
the arts therapies. Visit Susanʼs website: www.scarthdmp.
com for more information, location and contact form.
Mobile: 07962814630
Rosa Shreeves SrDMT, Dance Artist
Offers individual therapy, supervision, choreography and
consultancy in West London.
Contact: Tel. 0208 995 5904 or email:
rosashreeves@talktalk.net
Dr. Allison Singer SrDMT
Available for individual and small group dance-movement
therapy and individual clinical supervision in Lancaster and
North London, NW3.
Contact: 01524 32920 or allison.singer@btinternet.com
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The e - motion ADMP U.K. Quarterly is an official publication of the Association for Dance Movement
Psychotherapy. The quarterly Committee invites all members to contribute and reserves the right to edit all
material. Views expressed by the contributors are the authors’ and do not necessarily express the views of the
Association. Similarly, any publication, advertisement or workshop not part of the Association’s activities is
not necessarily recommended or approved by the ADMP U.K. Copyright of articles remains with the author
unless otherwise specified. When writing articles, please use the following editorial guidelines:
A maximum of 10 sides of A4 including references. Single line spacing. For text only, there is no need to do formatting. All
references cited in the text must be listed in alphabetical order in a reference section at the end of the article. Only items
cited in the article should be listed as references. Each one should include the following as a general guide:
Books:
Author/s surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title (underlined), place of publication, name of publisher,
page numbers (if referring to an article within an edited book)
Chodorow, J. (1991) Dance Therapy and Depth Psychology: The Moving Imagination. London & New York: Routledge

Journals:
Author/s Surname/s followed by initials, year of publication (in brackets), title of article (lower case), title of journal (uppercase and
underlined), volume and issue number, page numbers of article.
Karkou, V. (1999) Who? Where? What? A brief description of DMT: Results from a nationwide study in arts therapies, e-motion, ADMT
UK Quarterly, XI, (2), 5-10.

Please carefully edit your work before submitting it, i.e. check spelling and grammar thoroughly.

Send material via e-mail as an attachment to: tracey.french_emotion@yahoo.co.uk e-mail us for SUBSCRIPTION to the journal,
ADVERTISING and LISTINGS. Please note that receipt of contributions will not be acknowledged unless requested.

ADMP U.K. Membership & Subscription
Annual membership to ADMP U.K
is available from:
ADMP UK Administration
32 Meadfoot Lane
Torquay, Devon TQ1 2BW

Associate
£ 35.00
Student / Unwaged
£ 40.00
Institution
£ 60.00
Non Practicing
£ 70.00
Professional Membership
RDMP & SrDMP
£ 120.00
Overseas Supplement
£ 10.00

Annual Subscription to e - motion
ADMP U.K. Quarterly for nonmembers costs: for Institutions
£40, Individual £16 including p&p
(overseas + £6.00)

Advertising Policy

The e-motion ADMP-UK Quarterly will publish all “Therapists and Supervisors” listings in the columns provided, as a
free service to our Senior Registered members. Council reserves the right to limit listings to those which will be of interest
to ADMP members. These listings may include the name of the event/ service, the facilitator, the location, and a brief
description of approach and contact information.
Paid advertisement space is available in e-motion ADMP-UK Quarterly, and will include a space on the website
www.admp.org.uk within the workshops section.
Fees (inclusive of web) advertising space:
Advertisement
Sizes (mm)
ADMP
NonRate		
members
members
		

height

width		

Full Page
240
170
£80
£100
Half Page
120
170
£50
£60
Half Page No.2
240
85
£50
£60
Quarter Page
120
85
£25
£35
Quarter Page No.2
60
170
£25
£35
Eighth Page
30
170
£15
£25
10% Discount available for yearly (x4) insertions, price of insertions at above rates.

e - motion ADMP U.K. Quarterly Deadlines:
1 February, 1 May, 1 August, 1 November
Editorial Committee: Tracey French and Caroline Frizell, editors and Rosalind Howell editorial team.
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